J35 engine mods

These engines are a V6 and were designed to be transversely mounted. Not only do they have
shorter bore spacing, but they also have shorter connecting rods. These engines also have a
smaller crankshaft than the C-series. The reason the crankshaft is smaller is to make the engine
smaller altogether. Mounting a V6 transversely can be difficult so Honda took as many
measures as they could to decrease the size. While this engine is installed in cars from other
manufacturers, there are quite a few Honda models that have this engine installed in them.
These engines are mostly in mid-size vehicles. The reason being, this engine would kind of be
overkill for something as small as the Civic, but for a minivan or small SUV, this engine is
perfect. These are only a handful of the Honda vehicles that use this engine. With that being
said, the engine is installed on several of the same models and the only difference are the years
that the models were manufactured. The first issue that these engines are known for is oil
leaking through the VCM gaskets. The model that has had most of the issues and cases of the
oil leaking is the Honda Pilot, although other vehicles with this engine have experienced the
issue too. The good news is it can be easily repaired by buying a gasket kit and just replacing
the gaskets. This can be done at home, which means your repair bill will be much smaller than if
you took it to a shop. Another common issue comes from the VCM system. VCM works by
shutting down some cylinders at cruising speed to decrease the effective displacement and
thus decrease consumption. Keep in mind, other issues can come up since it is a piece of
machinery. Just make sure you get your vehicle looked at as soon as an issue appears so you
can reduce the risk of more expensive damage. Keep in mind, though, building up the engine
can get expensive and be extremely time-consuming. The things you can do in terms of tuning
the engine for faster performance are listed below. Using all of these parts will actually increase
your power to about horsepower. I have a good running J35A1 installed in a Odyssey with a bad
trans. What other Honda models could I drop this motor in with only moderate adaptation?
Thanks for the valuable information. Learned allot. Got a J35 turbo in a mid engine sand car.
Fricken awesome! Note: J35A9 is also used in some Honda Pilot trims. My Honda Pilot has
J35A9 with k miles original transmission. It still does mph in seconds. Save my name, email,
and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Currently you have JavaScript
disabled. In order to post comments, please make sure JavaScript and Cookies are enabled,
and reload the page. Click here for instructions on how to enable JavaScript in your browser.
Get a cold air intake system Use a J37A intake manifold Install a J37A throttle body Use
Bisimoto cams, valve springs and retainers, and performance headers Use a 3 inch aftermarket
exhaust system You could also try head porting Use J32A2 heads Utilize J32A2 pistons Use
J32A2 intake and exhaust systems Using all of these parts will actually increase your power to
about horsepower. Honda honda j35 j35 j35a1 j35a4 j35a6 j35a7 j35a9. About Bryce Cleveland
Articles. Bryce founded Dust Runners Automotive Journal in as a way to write about the cars he
found interesting. Follow him on Instagram for more bryce. Does the J35 oil pan fit the J32
motor like a bolt on? Nice information, thanks. Just installed a J35A into a Porsche , mid-engine
J35 swap! Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. The J35 is a 3.
This new 3. In subsequent years, the engine was being installed on several large and heavy
Honda's sedans, SUVs, pickups, including Acura cars. Over the years, the J35 has undergone
many updates, and the current J35Y engine is significantly ahead of its predecessor in terms of
efficiency and emissions. The J35A engine stayed in the production for almost fourteen years
Like the J32A, this engine has a compact aluminum cylinder block with a degree angle between
cylinder banks. The deck height is mm. The bore size and pistons remained the same, but a new
forged crankshaft provides a longer 93 mm stroke. This stroked J32 also has On top, there are
aluminum cylinder heads with four valves per cylinder and a single overhead camshaft.
Camshafts are driven by a timing belt. Valves are pushed by roller rocker arms there are no
hydraulic tappets. The J35A1 features 34 mm intake valves and 29 mm exhaust valves. The
J35A1 intake system includes an aluminum 1-stage intake manifold and 55 mm throttle body.
This engine also had a 9. This engine laid in the base of the J35A5, produced from to Like the
previous engine, this power unit was installed in the MDX. It had a new cylinder block with cast
iron sleeves, a new 2-stage intake manifold, an electronic throttle body, better exhaust system,
tuned camshaft. The VTEC engagement was moved to 4, rpm. The next J35A8 engine for Acura
models had a compression ratio of , oil jets for cooling pistons, and new connecting rods. There
are modified heads with 36 mm intake valves, optimized intake ports and hollow camshafts
inside. The J35A8 got a new 2-stage intake manifold activated at 4, rpm, fitted with a cold intake.
The J35A1, which was used before primarily in Honda cars, in , went through a significant
modernization. The new engine, marked as J35A4, has a revised intake system 64 mm throttle
valve, a new intake manifold , redesigned exhaust system, and an improved VTEC system. The
cylinder head was equipped with increased valves: the diameter of the intake valve is 35 mm, of
exhaust - 30 mm. The fuel system uses cc injectors. The engine efficiency also was improved by

a compression ratio. In , the J35A4 was already replaced by the J35A6 an electronic throttle
body and new exhaust. There is one more version based on J35A6 - it is a J35A7 engine. This 3.
The J35Z series was used in Honda and Acura models. The J35Z1 replaced the J35A9. The
J35Z2 with a In , the J35A8 was discontinued and replaced by the J35Z6. This new engine had
an The VTEC system joins the game at 4, rpm. The latest J35 series is the current 3. The first
J35Y1 engine was launched in the Honda Accord. Cylinder head got a reshaped intake and
exhaust ports. VTEC kicks after 5, rpm. It also was offered for the Honda Accord, but with a
manual gearbox only. This engine is equipped with direct fuel injection system, high
compression ratio The J35 V6 engine series equipped with a VCM system can unpleasantly
surprise owners with an oil leak. This VCM unit is located near an oil dipstick hole and above an
alternator. While driving, oil drains constantly through bad VCM gaskets and falls on alternator
causing significant damages to the engine and its electronic systems. Low oil level here leads
very quickly to the camshaft cams wear. Fixing that leakage is very easy; just replacing the old
gaskets with the new kit. So many Honda engines suffer from rapid camshafts wear. The J35 is
not an exception. The reason number one is the lack of maintenance. For J35 engines it is
required to adjust valves after every 30, miles. Also, don't forget changing oil and keep the level
high. Keep an eye on a condition of the timing belt. It stands up rarely more than k miles. The
pistons will bend the valves when the timing belt breaks. These are all common problems that
can be mentioned about Honda's 3. In real life, J35 lifespan is close to , miles mark more than ,
km. J35A3 - hp kW at 5, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 4, rpm. Application: Acura MDX. J35A4 - hp kW at 5,
rpm, lb-ft Nm at 4, rpm, Application: Honda Pilot and Honda Odyssey. J35A5 - hp kW at 5, rpm,
lb-ft Nm at 3, rpm. This is an Acura MDX engine. J35A6 - hp kW at 5, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 4, rpm. This
is the next engine for the Honda Pilot and Honda Odyssey. J35A7 - hp kW at 5, rpm, lb-ft Nm at
4, rpm. It came with Variable Cylinder Management. Application: Honda Odyssey, Honda Inspire.
J35A8 - hp kW at 6, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 5, rpm. J35A9 - hp kW at 5, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 3, rpm. J35Z1 hp kW at 5, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 4, rpm. Application: Honda Pilot 4WD. J35Z3 - hp kW at 6, rpm, lb-ft
Nm at 5, rpm. The engine was offered only for the Honda Accord with 6-speed manual
transmission. Application: Honda Ridgeline. J35Z6 - hp kW at 6, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 5, rpm, J35Z8 hp kW at 5, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 4, rpm, Application: Honda Odyssey. J35Y1 - hp kW at 6, rpm, lb-ft
Nm at 4, rpm. You can find this engine in the Honda Accord V6 with automatic transmition.
J35Y2 - hp kW at 6, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 5, rpm. J35Y4 - hp kW at 6, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 4, rpm. This is a
direct injection version with J35Y5 - hp kW at 6, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 4, rpm, direct injection. J35Y6 hp kW at 6, rpm, lb-ft Nm at 4, rpm, direct injection. Application: Honda Pilot, Ridgeline, and
Odyssey. Home Honda 3. Engine Specs Manufacturer. Production years. Cylinder block
material. Cylinder head material. Fuel type. Number of cylinders. Valves per cylinder. Valvetrain
layout. Bore, mm. Displacement, cc. Type of internal combustion engine. Compression Ratio.
Torque, lb ft. Firing order. Engine oil weight. Engine oil capacity, liter. Oil change interval, mile.
Honda 3. In , a 3. This engine was developed on the base of the J32A cylinder block, its deck
height was mm. They installed a long stroke forged crankshaft with 93 mm stroke and
lightweight rods The compression height of the pistons was not changed, and was equal to 30
mm. This provided extra cm3 of displacement. These heads have 4 valves per cylinder. The
diameter of intake valves is 34 mm, of the exhaust valves â€” 29 mm. The camshafts are rotated
by the timing belt to be replaced after 60, miles. It is recommended to adjust valves after every
30, miles. Valve clearances for a cold engine are 0. The Honda J35 firing order is The first
modification of J35A had a 55 mm throttle body. This engine was gradually improved and the
main differences between the modifications are shown below. J35A1 â€” is the very first
modification for Honda Odyssey. The compression ratio was 9. J35A3 â€” was a slightly
improved J35A1. It featured a new 2-stage intake manifold that was designed for low â€” and
midrange-rpm torque. It was activated after 3, rpm. All this improved the features, and now the
power reached HP 5, rpm, the torque was Nm 3, to 5, rpm. J35A4 â€” â€” this engine replaced
J35A1. It featured a new intake manifold, its throttle body diameter was increased to 64 mm, and
a new exhaust system was used. Also, there was an improved VTEC system, the diameter of
intake valves was increased to 35 mm, of exhaust valves to 30 mm, the compression ratio was
raised to The J35A4 stock fuel injectors size was cc. These upgrades boosted the power to HP
5, rpm, the torque was Nm 4, rpm. This engine was intended for Honda Odyssey and Honda
Pilot. J35A5 â€” â€” this engine replaced the J35A3. Here a cylinder block with cast iron sleeves
was used along with the new 2-stage intake manifold activated at 3, rpm , an electronic throttle,
an improved exhaust system, and more dynamic camshafts. The VTEC system is triggered upon
reaching 4, rpm. Here the fuel system has been modified, and everything is controlled by
another ECU. This modes increased engine efficiency, and its power reached HP 5, rpm, the
torque was Nm 3, rpm. This engine was created only for Acura RDX. J35A6 â€” â€” this engine
replaced J35A4, and featured an electronic throttle body and an improved exhaust system. The

power increased to HP 5, rpm, the torque was Nm 5, rpm. The power was HP 5, rpm, the torque
was Nm 4, rpm. J35A8 â€” was an analogue to J35A5, but with the compression ratio of The
J35A8 engine also had oil jets for cooling pistons, new piston rods, hollow camshafts, modified
intake head ports, intake valves were increased to 36 mm, and the VTEC system was activated
at 4, rpm. For J35A8, a new 2-stage intake manifold was used activated at 4, rpm , a cold air
intake system and a variable flow exhaust system were used. It added a bit more horsepower,
and the power was HP 6, rpm, the torque was Nm 5, rpm. Its power was HP 5, rpm, and the
torque was Nm 4, rpm. The power was HP 5, rpm, and the torque was Nm 4, rpm. J35Z2 â€” was
the engine that replaced J35A5. It was equipped with a VCM system and could deactivate 2 or 3
cylinders. The compression ratio was It could be in 8th generation Honda Accord Coupe with
manual transmission. J35Z4 â€” â€” this engine replaced J35Z1. Its main features were a cold
air intake system, a new 2-stage intake manifold activated at 4, rpm , the increased to As a
result, the power increased to HP 5, rpm, the torque was Nm 4, rpm. The J35Z4 was installed in
2nd generation Honda Pilot. J35Z5 â€” was the same J35A5, but with the compression ratio
equal to It was installed in Honda Ridgeline. J35Z6 â€” â€” this modification replaced the J35A8
engine. The compression ratio increased to VTEC activated at 4, rpm. As a result, the power
reached HP 6, rpm, the torque was Nm 5, rpm. Its main features were new intake and exhaust
head ports, a revised VTEC system activated at 5, rpm. This added a bit more horsepower, and
J35Y1 power reached HP 6, rpm, the torque was Nm 4, rpm. J35Y1 was made for 9th generation
Honda Accord. This engine was installed in 9th generation Honda Accord with manual
transmission. J35Y4 â€” present is a modification with the direct injection system. The
compression ratio was also increased here to This engine was equipped with a VTEC system,
that was triggered at 5, rpm. These changes increased the torque at low rpm, and increased fuel
efficiency. J35Y4 power increased to HP 6, rpm, the torque is Nm 4, rpm. This engine was
installed in Acura RLX. The power is HP 6, rpm, the torque is Nm 4, rpm. This engine was
designed to replace J35Z6. Oil leaks through VCM gaskets. This problem often happens with
Honda Pilot. It is enough to buy a gasket kit, and replace the gaskets. Excessive camshafts
wear. This may happen, if you do not adjust valves after every 30, miles. After about 60, miles,
you will hear metal sound; it is a symptom
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of a worn camshaft. This problem is easily solved, you just have to replace a worn camshaft.
There are the two key problems, but they are easily solved if you regularly service your car, and
use high quality engine oil. Nevertheless, to add some power, you may buy a cold air intake
system, a J37A intake manifold, a J37A throttle body, Bisimoto cams, valve springs and
retainers, performance headers and a 3 inch aftermarket exhaust system. Performance may be
improved by head porting. In this case, only a short block will remain of your J All these
performance parts will increase power to HP at the flywheel. You can just buy a supercharger
kit, install it directly on the stock internals, and get the same amount of power. Mitsubishi
4G63T. Mitsubishi 4G Honda K20A K20C. Honda K24A K24Z. Toyota 7A. Toyota 3VZ. Honda
F20B F20A. Toyota 3ZR. Honda B18C B18B. Search for:. Recent Posts Popular Posts. SOHC 4
valves per cylinder. Honda Pilot 3 Engine lifespan, km miles -Official information -Real.

